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FLEET ADMIRAL STEVE PARMLEY 

CS@SFI.ORG          bementfire@gmail.com   
 
Recent resolutions passed by the Admiralty Board of STARFLEET. 
 
AB Resolution 20-05 
Region 3 makes the motion:  
That the last paragraph of section 02:08, of the membership handbook be adjusted to read:  
"By a simple majority vote of the Admiralty Board, any member may have their membership cancelled. Before such a vote 
may be taken, however, the AB must present the member with a list of all grievances by Certified Mail or otherwise 
confirmed communication. The member then has thirty-days to respond, also by Certified Mail or otherwise confirmed 
communication. The member also has the right to request an extension of thirty additional days to prepare their response. 
Should the AB then vote to expel the member, that member is entitled to a prorated refund of their membership dues." 
Region 7 seconds. 
R1 Yea   
R2 Yea 
R3 Yea 
R4 Yea 
R5 Nay 
R6 - 
R7 Yea 
R8 Yea 
R9 - 
R10 - 
R11 - 
R12 Yea 
R13 Yea 
R15 - 
R17 - 
R18 - 
R20 Yea 
Motion Passes 
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AB Resolution 20-06 
Region 3 Makes the motion that: 
FCAPT Eileen Reed is found guilty of violating Section 02:07 of the membership handbook, and failure to abide by her 
legal duty of Due Care, as a member of the board. As such Eileen Reed is hereby expelled from STARFLEET 
International.  
Region 2 seconds. 
R1 Yea   
R2 Yea 
R3 Yea 
R4 Yea 
R5 Yea 
R6 - 
R7 Yea 
R8 Yea 
R9 - 
R10 - 
R11 - 
R12 Yea 
R13 Yea 
R15 - 
R17 - 
R18 - 
R20 Yea  
Motion passes. 
 
 
AB Resolution 20-07 
Region 3 Makes the motion  
Eileen Reed will be issued a cease and desist order for using SFI branding, in relation to her new organization. This to be 
carried out by the Executive Committee as soon as possible.  
Region 7 seconds. 
R1 Yea   
R2 Yea  
R3 Yea  
R4 Yea  
R5 Yea  
R6 - 
R7 Yea  
R8 Yea  
R9 - 
R10 - 
R11 - 
R12 Yea  
R13 Yea  
R15 - 
R17 - 
R18 - 
R20 Yea  
Motion passes. 
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AB Resolution 20-08 
Region 3 Makes the motion that: 
FCAPT Eileen Reed's appeal did not introduce relevant information to suggest improper handling of the investigation, nor 
could she justify her actions, or display any remorse over causing strife to this organization and its members. As such, she 
remains expelled from STARFLEET International indefinitely. 
Region 2 seconds.  
R1 Yea   
R2 Yea  
R3 Yea  
R4 Yea  
R5 Yea  
R6 - 
R7 -  
R8 Yea  
R9 Yea 
R10 - 
R11 Yea 
R12 Yea  
R13 Yea  
R15 Yea 
R17 Yea 
R18 - 
R20 Yea  
Motion passes. 
 
 
AB Resolution 20-09 
Region 2 makes the motion that:  
Official communications policies regarding 'self-promotion', for all mediums, shall be limited to barring the direct 
solicitation for goods and services, not approved by the AB or EC, in official SFI channels.  
Region 3 seconds.  
R1 Yea   
R2 Yea  
R3 Yea  
R4 Yea  
R5 Yea  
R6 - 
R7 -  
R8 Yea  
R9 Yea 
R10 - 
R11 Yea 
R12 Yea  
R13 Yea  
R15 Yea 
R17 Yea 
R18 - 
R20 Yea  
Motion Passes 
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AB Resolution 20-10  
Region 2 makes the motion to confirm TJ Allen as Chief of Education Services.  
Region 20 seconds.  
R1 Yea   
R2 Yea  
R3 Yea  
R4 Yea  
R5 Yea  
R6 - 
R7 -  
R8 Yea  
R9 Yea 
R10 - 
R11 Yea 
R12 Yea  
R13 Yea  
R15 Yea 
R17 Yea 
R18 - 
R20 Yea  
Motion passes. 
 
 
AB Resolution 20-11 
Region 20 nominates RADM Scott Peter as Judge Advocate General.  
Region 2 seconds.  
R1 Yea   
R2 Yea  
R3 Yea  
R4 Yea  
R5 Yea  
R6 - 
R7 Late: Yea  
R8 Yea  
R9 Yea 
R10 - 
R11 Yea 
R12 Yea  
R13 Yea  
R15 Yea 
R17 Yea 
R18 - 
R20 Yea  
Motion passes. 
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ADMIRAL JAMES HERRING 

VCS@SFI.ORG         ussmoco@hotmail.com 
 
Greetings all! 
 
With everything going on, be safe. I know we are having meetings via the Internet to stay safe. 
Keep being as safe as possible.  

 
 
 
Departments Under the VCS 
 
All Access, STARFLEET       ADM Jason Schreck  
lb206@aol.com      
https://www.facebook.com/groups/173308277449152/ 
 
This month has been a slow one. Work has continued with the disabilities guide for STARFLEET.  The first version is 
more than half done. 
 
Still trying to get input from members on areas we can improve STARFLEET for members with disabilities. Using the 
Facebook page and Discord room to try to get input as well as some input for the disabilities guide. 

 
        

STARFLEET Diplomatic Corps       CPT Aaron Himes  
sfifleetambassador@gmail.com 
We are finalizing a first contact diplomatic letter to be sent out. Work on the handbook is proceeding.  
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Fast Recruiting Orientation Shakedown Team (F.R.O.S.T.)       CPT Jason Garrett   
frost.sfi@gmail.com 
 
As we are in the midst of COVID-19, the program is somewhat limited in scope, at its heart is about getting people out 
there in the community spreading the word etc. 
 
However, I am in the creating a FROST Manual ready for the day we can get out there again. 
 
Working with DTS, I have learned that both ships from the Picard and Discovery series are now in the valid class list.  This 
can help reach out to the next generation of members, with a new fresh look.  
 
During this time of lockdown, it is worth looking into the social media platforms to see if this can be extended into that 
realm. 
 
Till next time #BeSafe #LLAP 
 
 
MACO          RADM Denise Rush 

sfso@sfi.org 
 
We have gained 3 new SOU’s and 14 new members 
 
Most of the SOU/IO’s are waiting on the Awards Manual to be updated and published before making any requests. This 
will be a priority in the coming days.   
 
I have also selected a Uniform committee to settle the variety of differences in the MACO Uniforms. The committee has 
been directed to choose a uniform that is easily affordable and is non-military in appearance yet appear as a unified group 
when attending various SFI and Ship events. 
 
Seven SOU’s failed to report in March from both Group 1 and Group 2. I’m not sure what is going on. I know real life 
sometimes interferes, but I will have the Group Commanders contact those TL’s and look into the issue.

 

Group 1 Operations: 
Commanders Notes: None 
Gains: 1 
Losses: 0 
Activated:  0 
Deactivation: 0 
 
Total SOU’s & IO’s: 21 
Reported: 17 
Excused: 0 
Late: 1 
Incomplete: 0 
Failure to Report: 4 
 
Unit Breakdown: 
SOU’s:  16   Operatives:  115 
IO’s: 5          Operatives:      8 
Total Operatives:  123 

 
 

Group 2 Operations: 
Commanders Notes: None  
Gains: 10 
Losses: 0 
Activated: 3 
Deactivation: 0 
 
Total SOU’s & IO’s: 17 
Reported: 14 
Excused: 0 
Late: 0 
Incomplete: 0 
Failure to Report: 3 
 
 
Unit Breakdown: 
SOU’s:  12      Operatives:  68 
IO’s: 5            Operatives:     5 
Total Operatives:  7
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Total MACO Operatives accounted for: 196 
Total MACO Affiliates in DB: 324 
Total MACO SOU’s & Independents:  38 
Total MACO SOU’s & Independents reporting: 31 
Percent Reported: 82%  

 

Group 1 Reports 
Roster Changes: 1 
Gains - 2 
Losses - 0 
Leadership Changes: 1 
Awards Issued: 0 
Awards Requested: 0 
Problems, Comments, or Suggestions:  
SOU 003 - I have Awards to be put in, for team members, but waiting for the Awards to be settled.  
SOU 033 - Quite pleased to have a M.A.C.O. manual in his possession and is looking forward to more. 
SOU 515 - Not sure if there is a way to tell who is active and who is not on my team. Is there a location I 
can see this in the database?  

 

Group 2 Reports 
Roster Changes: 10 
Gains - 10  
Losses - 0 
Leadership Changes: 1 
SOU 550 - ATL changed from Michael Krough to Meg Karper 
Awards Issued: 0 
Awards Requested: 0 
Problems, Comments, or Suggestions: 0 
 

 
Petfleet          LCDR Frances Smith  
frankieh.63@gmail.com 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/petfleet/      
There was one new registration for March 2020. The total number of pet parents listed is 164 with 353 
separate pets, although the information that I have does not include many of the earlier registrations.  
These include 17 stuffed animals, 158 cats (8 deceased, 3 retired), 141 dogs (4 deceased, 1 given away, 
2 retired), 7 birds, 2 raccoons, 2 rabbits, 7 lizards, 2 guinea pigs (1 deceased), 4 tarantulas, 5 snakes, 4 
turtles (1 deceased), 2 fish, and 2 rats.  There are likely additional deceased pets, but these are all the 
ones I have record of currently. 
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SFMC          MGN Rey Cordero  
dant@sfi-sfmc.org 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/   
1) Manual revisions are still ongoing. Courses can be requested via email to each branch director. Please 
visit our SFMCA for additional information. http://sfmca.sfi.org/ 
 
2) Many jobs are still available in the SFMC especially in TRACOM and INFOCOM, please visit the HR 
website for job listings. http://hr.sfi.org 
 
3) The final day for receiving Honor Awards nominations is May 1st 2020. 
 
4) The new SFMC QM is undergoing testing and should be online very soon, please expect an 
announcement from the CFO and INFOCOM 
 
5) The blood drive is still going on and is going well, multiple Brigades are participating.  
 
6) To be up to date on the latest happenings in the Corps please join our Facebook page at 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/ 
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STARFLEET Medical        CPT Mark Logan  
medical@sfi.org  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/STARFLEET.Medical.Corps/  
Members Affiliated in the Database with the Medical Corps:  246 - an increase of 7 since last report. 
Members Officially Registered with the Medical Directorate:  180 – an increase of 16 since last report 
 
The “Operational Plan” developed in 2015 continues to be a baseline reference for STARFLEET Medical 
Corps members.   
The main themes are - 
Raise community health awareness and home safety issues  
Make explicit efforts to work collaboratively with SFI Regions to further develop health awareness 
programming (including community service efforts)  
Invite participation. 
 
STARFLEET Medical Recognitions: 
Hector Gutierrez Jr. 80505- CRMN- McCoy Medical -Silver Cross 
Brian Crist. 68526- Capt. – SG’s Special Commendation  
 
All open primary positions are now filled having considered the applicants resumes. list to be forwarded 
onto the VCS for approval once the last application has confirmed his acceptance.  Two Region 
Coordinators have agreed to having an ASG in their Regions and I am awaiting responses from the 
remaining 3. Out of the 17 active regions we now have 14 ASG’s which is encouraging. I am currently 
talking with Region 18 chapters to obtain a volunteer. 
 
The website is now taking shape with the webmaster.  
 
I have reviewed the Medical awards manual and have several changes to make which I will do following 
discussions with the New DSG’s and Chief of Ops and then submit to the VCS for approval. This will then 
be incorporated into the new website and in due course the Database which the chief of Operations is 
working on.  
 
Once discussions have taken place with the DSG’s I propose two new departments within the main body 
of the Medical Directorate: 
 
A wellness Group – started by myself in R20 which is a place for members to go and voice concerns 
around mental health issues and generally issues they have in life. I must stress this is not a counseling 
service but a place to share experiences.  
 
Research & Development  
This is a group run by members of the corps, not senior staff. A project group initially and is available to 
help update medical exams at the academy under the director’s guidance or updating medical awards or 
databases. Updating the Medical handbook and Federation drugs and treatment Database. In essence a 
project group. This will be over seen by a DSG. 
 
Chat group for the ASG’s  
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STARFLEET Sciences        ADM Richard Heim  
alaricrh@charter.net 
https://www.facebook.com/Starfleet-Sciences-365693010206326/    
Starfleet Sciences is an informational resource within the old Fleet Resource Center concept which 
promotes science education and explores the portrayal of science within the Star Trek shows.  Starfleet 
Sciences has a web site (https://scienlaric.com/sfsci/starfleet-sciences.html) which includes a Chief 
Science Officer Handbook; in the past month, the number of hits to the web page increased 38 to 5223.  
Starfleet Sciences also has a listserv and Facebook page; the Facebook page has 2591 lifetime total 
likes and 1203 daily total impressions for March.  A Pininterest board of science-related events by region 
is available (https://www.pinterest.com/starfleetsfi/science-related-events-by-region/).  A Stellar 
Cartography department, with Capt. Michael Krogh (mkrogh@mail.com) at its head, has a goal to 
promote amateur astronomy through information, advice and communication.  Stellar Cartography’s 
Facebook page is (https://www.facebook.com/groups/355894761948677).  Starfleet Sciences Director 
Richard Heim and wife are safe and healthy, sheltering at home to escape the novel corona virus COVID-
19. Starfleet Sciences receives reports from the regional science officers or liaisons in seven regions (1, 
7, 8, 9, 11, 13, and 15).  Region One Sciences (also led by Adm. Heim) was active with four ships 
reporting in March, and Region 7’s Comm. Held summarized many new developments in the field of 
astronomy and space exploration reported by the USS Sovereign.  Comm. Held's summary included 
reports on:  the solar system's second interstellar visitor, comet 2I/Borisov; Betelgeuse's brightening and 
dimming; investigating the Martian underground for signs of alien life; NASA's Insight detects many 
Marsquakes; 15-million-year-old crater on Earth reveals clues about Mars' watery past; missions planned 
to Europa and Enceladus to search for alien life; Voyager 2; first known extraterrestrial protein possibly 
spotted in meteorite; salty space rock helps to solve longstanding comet mystery; and exoplanets in 
binary star systems may be common.  March posts to the Starfleet Sciences Facebook page covered 
such topics as:  leap-year; Earth acquires a new moon; similarities between human and bee brains; 
climate change evidence; nuclear war would spawn a nuclear El Nino; alien life and exoplanets (several); 
climate models for alien worlds; drought; corona virus COVID-19; quantum mechanics mystery; NASA 
missions to study the solar system; protein discovered in meteorite for first time; unexplained particle 
physics discovery; brain facts (several); and astronomers rule out a theory of everything; as well as 
Science Shows on TV This Week.  The most popular post was the new Earth moon post (viewed by 180 
people), followed by corona virus (viewed by 52 people).   
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ADMIRAL JOHNATHAN SIMMONS 

OPS@SFI.ORG       gumbysan@gmail.com 
 
Greetings Fleeters! 
 
Here are this month's stats from Operations. 
 
20 Chapters and 1 RC Failed to Report for March. 9 Chapters were placed on Stand-By for non-reporting 
for three months.  
 
We decommissioned the USS Morrigan and USS Riviera in Region 5 and the USS Reval in Region 9 at 
the request of their Regional Coordinators. 
 
Lastly, I reluctantly accepted the resignation of VADM Beau Thacker, Senior Vice Chief of Operations for 
health reasons. He will be missed, not to mention hard to replace. The position has been posted by HR. 
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ADMIRAL JEFF HIGDON 

COMMS@SFI.ORG             
 
CQ 202 for the first quarter of 2020 is in the bag. You can find it on the STARFLEET database. 
Remember that June 15th is the deadline for articles, pictures, and messages for CQ 203. 
 
Also, a reminder that when you request membership in one of our Facebook pages, you will need to fill 
out the information needed completely. You can get your SCC number from your commanding officer. 
 
The Commander, STARFLEET has started a new YouTube video which is usually broadcast LIVE, called 
"STARFLEET After Dark'. It will air Tuesdays and Thursdays, with the Tuesday broadcast being an ask 
the Commander segment. Thursdays will have guests and news about STARFLEET. You can access it by 
searching for "Stephen Parmley" on your YouTube search bar. You may be lucky to see some of us of the 
Executive Committee as part of the fun! 
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MAJOR GENERAL TJ ALLEN  

ACADEMY@SFI.ORG        
 
I have put out a request for Support Administrator and have two applicants to decide from. 
 
Moodle is up and running. And I have some numbers. Below are numbers from the 1st Quarter: 
In January, 55 different students took 288 total courses. 
In February, 50 different students took 299 total courses. 
In March, 57 different students took 510 total courses.  
 
Moodle is up to date on versions. Applications are still rolling in.  
 
The Course Catalog has been handed off to the Support Clerk that will maintain it and it will be released 
every two months on the odd months. 
 
SFA NEWS 
Certificates in Moodle has been set up. SFA is working on reviewing courses and updating with revised 
date.  
 
MACO TC NEWS 
Certificates in Moodle has been set up. 
 
MACO TC has some new directors and had an increase in courses from their colleges; mainly from IOSO 
and from the College of Security. Two colleges in IOMS are still being worked on at this time, College of 
Historical Naval Vessels and the College of Women in the Military. 
 
Colleges are still being worked on to get them ready for QAM in Moodle. 
 
SFMCA NEWS 
SFMCA has gotten a new Infantry Director and has an Assistant Director. Both are working to make the 
Infantry branch up to speed. 
 
Maritime Operations will be headed by another director. They are looking to see new things from this 
branch.  
 
MECHA is currently revising course materials and looking for new designs and SFMC Originals to make 
this branch unique to SFMCA.  
 
The Superintendent is looking at other branches and reviewing materials and exams. He wants to get all 
the updates and revisions of topics for the current SFMC world. Medical branch is working on revisions in 
the medical branch also.  
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REAR ADMIRAL TONY KNOPES 
COMPOPS@SFI.ORG         db@sfi.org 
 
WEBSITES 
Sites overview: 
http://sfi.org/ - DONE 
http://members.sfi.org/ - in progress 
http://academy.sfi.org/ - DONE 
http://qmm.sfi.org/ - Almost done 
http://dts.sfi.org/ - PENDING 
http://sfmc.sfi.org/ - Migrating 
http://sfmca.sfi.org/ - Migrating Now 
http://maco.sfi.org/ - DONE 
http://medical.sfi.org/ - DONE 
http://sciences.sfi.org/ - PENDING 
http://qc.sfi.org/ - thinking stage 
http://docs.sfi.org/ - thinking stage 
http://hr.sfi.org/ - DONE 
 
Details: 
http://members.sfi.org: Greg is still soliciting feedback for features and content 
http://qm.sfi.org: Need to finish up with pictures of product and finalizing some of the formatting 
http://academy.sfi.org: We have put together a list of sites that seem to be compatible with Moodle and 
are reviewing them at this time.  We’ll need to move the sites at some point in order to accommodate the 
Academy because the current SP will not make system changes that we need. 
 
New ideas for sites:  
http://docs.sfi.org: to separate documents and other similar things into a consolidated and separate site 
https://qc.sfi.org to separate the QC archive from the database.  This site will still need the database 
authentication, however so the database will need to be able to authenticate other sites.  We thought 
about waiting for the new database since it will have OAUTH already but I’d like to see this separated 
before the migration to have one less thing to worry about. 
 
 
DATA CLEANUP 
Scripts for cleaning up memberships has been completed and implemented.  Scripts to target 
memberships that need to be cleaned up are in progress.  Interface to allow HD to submit memberships 
to be cleaned up are stalled at the moment while finishing up the rest of it. 
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Development of scripts to allow HD/MP to clean up duplicate SCC numbers is still pending.  Duplicates 
somehow continue to be a problem even with the new landing page for renewals and new signups.  In 
addition to the tickets from the Helpdesk on them, I’ve written a script to report on them and I’m going 
through those and cleaning them up.  
 
100000+ SCC numbers: no update.  The plan here is that we have to determine who has these SCC 
numbers, whether those users have “normal” SCC numbers and then work the “merge magic” on those 
accounts. 
 
New Member Database: working now on a few different things for the migration: putting together a 
definition of what we need for a SFI member; pulling together process flows; working on the install guide 
for Linux for the overall project. 
 
Automated responses: rewriting the wording of these still happens as I come across them. 
 
DH SITE MIGRATION 
This is still pending because of the logistics in moving the SFMC off that server.  In light of possibly 
moving to a new provider, we’ll back burner this for the short period until that situation is finalized. 
 
DATA PRIVACY 
Some editing of the policy needs to be completed (tightening up a bit, contact info, etc.).  Acceptance of 
the policy needs to be fixed.  The presenting and acceptance of the policy for members with special 
privileges also needs to be fixed. 
 
DOCUMENTATION 
Currently, the department documentation is kept as notes in a private wiki.  I have begun a Word 
document to begin the process of creating a portable/official copy of the runbook. 
 
NEW DATABASE 
Currently pending completion of the core by the core programming team.  Design framework of Day 1 
features are mostly written.  Process documentation of Day 1 features are underway. 
 
Current active members (from the database) 
All memberships: 5,563 
Family memberships: 2,942 
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GENERAL LINDA OLSON 
CFO@SFI.ORG       dragonladye@wildblue.net 
Hello! The best way I know to deliver this information to the members is to give the short version.  
 
STARFLEET 
Opened the month of March with a balance of $63,504.49 
Credits equaled $2,293.22 
Debits equaled $1,681.60 
Closed the month of March with a balance of $64,116.11 
 
 
Breakdown of credits is as follows: 
Over the Counter deposits: $106.00 
Paypal March transfer: $2,187.22 
 
BREAKDOWN OF DEBITS 
Quickbooks yearly charges: $755.00 
Membership: $2,494.53 
Onebox Services - $33.87 (800 number) 
Stamps.com - $17.99 (Machine rental) 
Dream host - $16.90 (SFA web hosting) 
Site5.com - $23.94 web hosting 
Linode.com - $20.00   
USPS Postage: $15.75 
Connecting Point Comput: $38.15 
Streamyard.com: $240.00 
Four Points by Sheraton: $500 deposit for IC 2021 
 
total $1,681.60 
 
SFI Scholarship Account  
Opened the month of March 2020 with a balance of $14,697.16 
Credits: $.25 (interest)  
Debits - 0  
Closed the month of February 2020, with a balance of $14,697.41 
 
STARFLEET International Conference Account 
Opened this month of March 2020: $980.00 
Credits: $0 
Debits: $0 
Closed this month: $980.00 
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STARFLEET Marines Account 
 
Opened the month of March with a balance of $7,198.61 
Credits equaled: $140.06 
Debits equaled:  $42.31 
Closed the month of  March with a balance of $7,296.36 
 
Breakdown of Credits 
Paypal transfer for March - $139.90 
 
Breakdown of debits 
USPS: $42.15 postage for quartermaster items.  
 
 
SFMC Scholarship Account 
 
Opened the month of March with a balance of $2749.33 
Credits equaled $.05 
Debits: $0 
Closed the month of March with a balance of $2749.38 
 


